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Xenia Douglas is Miss BOSL WISE

Xenia Douglas, Miss BOSL WISE is a well-rounded young entrepreneur who is passionate about healthy
lifestyles and the arts, and with persistence and dedication translated these passions into the birth of
three companies. Thrive Alive, is a health and wellness blog that teaches young people the importance of
cultivating better eating habits and how to overcome any health challenges through eating wholesome
foods. Bouquets & Beyond is a bespoke and affordable flower arrangement delivery service and Listwa
Publishing, an international book publishing company based in Saint Lucia. Xenia has published her first
book “Six Feet Apart – A Collection of Quarantine Thoughts & Stories.”
In addition to her entrepreneurial skills, Xenia has continued to excel in other extra-curricular activities
and is a current member of the Silver Shadow Performing Arts Academy.
Miss Douglas represents Bank of Saint Lucia’s most recently launched registered retirement savings
account dubbed BOSL WISE: Wealth. Investment. Savings. Empowerment.. She stated that “Representing
BOSL WISE has allowed me to really reflect on my future retirement plan. I believe that all young people
should consider opening this type of investment account because we won’t all be young and able to work
forever. The BOSL WISE Retirement Savings Account was created to assist young people and
entrepreneurs like myself to invest in our future.”
Miss BOSL WISE has won the hearts of many including Bank of Saint Lucia employees and has been an
outstanding ambassador.
Bank of Saint Lucia’s Management and Staff extend best wishes to Miss Douglas as she vies for the crown
in the upcoming National Carnival Queen Pageant which will be held on Thursday July 7th, 2022 at the
Royalton Resort and Spa.
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